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Abstract
The Internet content volume is growing rapidly. As a consequence, the current Internet model
struggles with scalability and usability requirements. To better meet the demand, technical solutions
utilising caching and name-based routing are being developed. This paper aims at identifying the
key forces, both trends and uncertainties that affect the evolution of the heavy commercial Internet
content delivery. To bound the uncertainties, four possible future scenarios are constructed and their
effect on the key stakeholders is described briefly. The value of identifying the future scenarios is to
define the winning business roles and actors per scenario and, subsequently, the winners’
preferences in choosing the most attractive content delivery architectures.
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1. Introduction
The Internet traffic volume, especially video traffic, keeps growing (Cisco, 2011). As a
consequence, the current Internet architecture is facing scalability issues in delivering the heavy
content. The existing content delivery models, such as the Content Delivery Networks (CDNs)
(Vakali and Pallis, 2003), cloud systems (Vaquero et al, 2008) and the peer-to-peer (P2P) networks
(Schollmeier, 2002), aim at improving the scalability by placing replica servers closer to the endusers. However, CDNs, clouds and P2P networks operate as overlays to the underlying IP networks,
which make the network structure more complicated. In addition, the existing solutions still operate
in a host-centric network (e.g. globally unique host names), although the Internet is expanding
towards a content-centric direction (e.g. globally unique content names).
A new information-centric networking (ICN) paradigm has been proposed as one potential solution
for the scalability issues of the current Internet, which would not further complicate the network
structure. The ICN concept (Jacobson et al., 2012) introduces routing based on content names
instead of content locations. In addition, caching done by network elements, such as routers and
servers, is part of the ICN solution. The different technical ICN implementations are discussed and
compared in Ahlgren et al. (2011).
Other solutions utilising content replication closer to the end-users include licensed CDNs
(Edgecast, 2012) and structured peer-to-peer systems (Castro, Costa and Rowstron, 2004).
Additionally, research on better route optimisation, resource pooling and virtualisation, such as
multipath technologies (Wischik, Handley and Braun, 2008), cloud networking (Gutierrez and
Carapinha, 2011) and the SILO (Services Integration, controL and Optimisation) architecture (Dutta
et al., 2007) are gaining more attention. The relevant caching architectures and their basic
characteristics for this paper are listed in Table 1.
Table 1. Characteristics of alternative caching architectures.

Characteristic \
Architecture

CDN

Cloud

P2P

ICN (new)

Cache location

Server-side nodes

Server-side nodes

Client-side nodes

In-network nodes

By host names

By host names

By host names

By content names

Medium

Medium

Low

High

Medium

High

Low

Medium

Routing decision
Level of
standardization
Content
awareness

With the introduction and adoption of new technologies also comes change in network and industry
structures. But how the Internet content delivery industry will change is not clear. Thus, similarly to
Enqvist and Casey (2010), who discussed the changes in the mobile communication industry, this
paper aims at identifying the key trends and uncertainties of the Internet content delivery market.
The main research question is as follows:

What are the alternative scenarios of heavy commercial content delivery over
Internet for next 10 years?
In addition, the following supporting strategic research questions are also discussed:
What is the role of mobile Internet service providers (ISPs) in Internet content
delivery?
Which scenarios drive the adoption of ICN?
The focus of this work is on heavy content, such as video, due to its growing importance in the
Internet. As the majority of video content is produced for human and commercial use, the scope of
this paper is limited to commercial and human usable heavy content. In addition, a socio-economic
perspective is taken in this work, though the various technical forces are also considered.
The following structure is used in the paper. Section 2 explains the scenario construction process
followed in this work. The identified key trends and uncertainties are presented in Section 3 and the
resulting scenario space in Section 4. Sections 5 and 6 provide a discussion on the implications of
the scenarios. Finally, Section 7 concludes the paper.

2. Scenario Construction Process
Schoemaker’s (1995) Scenario Planning methodology is used in this work to solve the research
questions and is briefly presented in this section. The goal of scenario planning is not to forecast the
future but to envision the probable and improbable alternative scenarios by bounding the
uncertainties. In practice, the aim is to find the forces that are shaping the future – both the certain
and the uncertain ones. The scenario construction process consists of ten steps, which are listed in
Table 2.
To identify the key forces, two brainstorming sessions were organised with senior experts in the
field of Internet content delivery. These experts represent different stakeholders operating in the
commercial Internet content delivery market: network operators, content providers, network
infrastructure vendors, mobile device vendors and end-users. The first brainstorming session was
organised in September 2011 in Germany with 9 participants from different European countries
working for the SAIL project (SAIL, 2012). The second brainstorming session took place during
February 2012 in Finland with 6 Finnish participants.
The most important results of the brainstorming sessions together with steps 6-8 are presented in the
next sections. In step 8, Casey, Smura and Sorri’s (2012) Value Network Configuration (VNC)
method is utilised to analyse the key stakeholders’ roles. In addition, the scope of the paper is on the
construction and qualitative description of the scenarios. Thus, the quantitative modelling (steps 910) is not included.

Table 2. Scenario construction process (Schoemaker, 2000).

#

Step

1

Define the issues you wish to understand better in terms of time frame, scope, and decision variables.

7

Identify the major stakeholders or actors who would have an interest in these issues, and their current
roles, interests, and power positions.
Identify and study the main forces that are shaping the future within the scope, covering the social,
technological, economic, environmental, and political domains.
Identify trends (forces, whose outcome is agreed on by experts) or predetermined elements that will
affect the issues of interest from the list of main forces.
Identify key uncertainties (forces deemed important whose outcomes are not very predictable) from
the list of main forces. Examine how they interrelate.
Select the two most important key uncertainties, and cross their outcomes in a matrix. Add suitable
outcomes from other key uncertainties, as well as trends and predetermined elements to all scenarios.
Assess the internal consistency and plausibility of the initial scenarios, revise.

8

Assess how the key stakeholders might behave in the revised scenarios.

9

See if certain interactions can be formalized in a quantitative model.

10

Reassess the uncertainty ranges of the main variables of interest, and express more quantitatively how
each variable looks under different scenarios.

2
3
4
5
6

3. Key Trends and Uncertainties
The two brainstorming sessions generated 94 key forces that affect the evolution of the Internet
content delivery market in the next ten years. After grouping and prioritising, ten key trends and
eight key uncertainties were singled out. This section discusses the results and proposes four
possible scenarios for Internet content delivery’s future. In addition, the key roles involved in the
Internet content delivery process are listed in Table 3.
Table 3. Key roles.

Role
End-user
Content owner
Content
provider
Internet
service
provider (ISP)
Cache
operator
Bank
Advertiser
Advertisement
aggregators

Description
End-users decide which services and content to consume and thus affect the outcome of
each uncertainty.
Content owners produce content to meet the end-user’s demands.
Content providers aggregate the different content owners’ content into one platform and
offer easier content access for the end-users.
ISPs generally provide Internet access to both the end-users and the content providers. In
this paper, ISP refers to the access side ISPs and especially to the mobile access ISPs, i.e.
mobile operators. In addition, the ISPs are divided into small and large ISPs, where the
small ISPs are defined as national actors operating within one small country and the large
ISPs are typically international actors providing access to end-users in several countries.
Cache operators offer a content replicating service to content providers and content
owners. For example, a content delivery network (CDN) provider can be a cache operator,
but also ISPs in an in-network caching case can be a cache operator.
Banks and (bank owned) credit card companies offer billing services to content providers.
Advertisers offer income to some content owners and content providers.
Advertisement aggregators collect revenue from the different advertisers by displaying
their advertisements. Typically, big content providers, such as Google, are also
advertisement aggregators.

3.1. Key Trends
The identified key trends are presented in Table 4 and mainly revolve around four themes: the
growing content volume, the increasing demand for connectivity, the increasing importance of
mobility, and personalisation of content. This section briefly discusses each of the themes and their
corresponding trends.
The growing Internet traffic volume is one of the main reasons the Internet content delivery
industry and architecture are changing. This belief is further confirmed in the brainstorming
sessions as the first three trends deal with the growing content amount. The first trend states that
more user-generated content will emerge into the market, which means that in general more content
will be produced. The first trend together with the predicted more connected devices leads directly
to more metadata. As a consequence, how the increasing volume of metadata is processed becomes
important and one of the drivers for the changes in the Internet content delivery market.
Table 4. Basic trends.

Theme

Trends
More mini content producers and user generated content will emerge into the market.

Growing content
volume

More than 50 billion devices will be connected in 10 years.
More metadata will be created and big data harvesting is becoming an important
economic driver

Increasing
demand for
connectivity
Increasing
importance of
mobility

ISPs have more pressure to offer access.
Connectivity is becoming a commodity.
End-users’ content demand and increased QoE expectations should be met at any
time and place.
4G, higher processing power and high definition screens in mobile devices are
becoming more common.
Context, e.g. location, aware services will increase.

Personalisation
of content

Personalisation of content is becoming more important.
Personal identity increasingly sold by the end-user as a product to content providers
or service providers.

When the traffic volume grows, more pressure is put into network capacity, which is the second
identified theme. In addition, Internet connectivity in many developed countries is becoming a part
of the universal service requirements (FICORA, 2010). As a consequence connectivity is becoming
a commodity and the Internet service providers have more pressure to offer high quality access to
end-users.

In addition to expecting faster Internet connections, the end-users’ expectations on quality of
experience (QoE) is also increasing. The QoE also includes meeting the end-users’ demands at any
geographic location and at any time, which puts more emphasis on mobility. The importance of
mobility is further augmented by the development of faster 4th generation mobile networks, faster
processing and higher definition screens in mobile devices.
More user-generated content means also that more of the content is targeted at smaller audiences
and more content will be personalised. In addition, more context aware devices and services add to
the personalisation of content. Lastly, because the end-users are increasingly selling their
preferences and personal identity to content providers, the produced content will increasingly
accommodate the users’ preferences and be more personalised.

3.2. Key Uncertainties
The eight key uncertainties of Internet content delivery market’s future are listed in Table 5. The
identified main themes include how content is accessed, who controls the content and the network,
and how caching is done. This section explains each uncertainty and makes a correlation analysis on
each pair of uncertainty. In addition, a scenario matrix with four possible future scenarios is
proposed.
Table 5. Key uncertainties.

U1 Mobile ISP bundling: strong ISP bundling or no ISP bundling?
U2 Content provider revenue model: advertiser revenue or consumer revenue?
U3 Content delivery control: content provider or the network?
U4 Content provision aggregation: aggregated vs. fragmented?
Cache ownership:
a) independent or bundled
U5
b) bundled to ISP or CP?
U6 Content exclusivity: exclusive or not exclusive?
U7 Dominating cacheable content: global or local?
U8 Driver for cache location optimisation: low cost or fast response time?

U1. Mobile ISP bundling: strong ISP bundling or no ISP bundling?
The cost of building the network is now borne by the ISPs and the costs are passed onto the endusers and content providers through charging for network access. However, due to the increasing
traffic volume and the competitive consumer prices, network access and connectivity is becoming
less profitable for ISPs. In addition, the network is becoming more content-centred. Consequently,
bundling mobile devices together with the network subscription has become common practice,
because service providers wish to lock-in the end-users. Furthermore, the end-users may perceive
the cost of a bundle to be lower than using the services separately and thus may consume more.
Will the situation stay the same in the future or will ISPs attempt to increase revenue by playing a

bigger role in the Internet content delivery process and offer also content? For example, Orange
(Orange, 2011b) in Europe and Comcast (XFINITY, 2012) in the U.S.A offer triple-play bundles
that include certain amounts of films or TV channels, the Internet broadband and a mobile
connection.
Although the main issue in this uncertainty is whether content is bundled to the mobile ISP’s
service offer, the device bundling is also important. For example, big content providers are offering
their content together with devices with which to access the content in order to bypass the ISPs (e.g.
Sanoma, 2012). Thus it is important for the ISPs to also control the devices in addition to the access
and content.
U2. Content provider revenue model: advertiser revenue or consumer revenue?
In the past, Internet content providers have mainly earned revenue from advertisers. However,
several payment-based content providers have emerged into the market recently, e.g., Spotify
(Spotify, 2012), Sony Music Unlimited (Sony, 2012) and Voddler (Voddler, 2012). Thus, how will
the dynamics evolve: will paid content, i.e. consumer revenue model, become more popular than the
advertiser revenue model?
U3. Content delivery control: content provider or the network?
The different stakeholders in the Internet content delivery market may exert several types of control
on the content delivery process. For example, to guarantee the revenue flow, a payment based
content provider may wish to limit the content access to paying consumers. In addition,
geographical restrictions can be imposed by the content providers or even regulators. This
uncertainty also relates to the responsibility of misconduct: who will be liable for, e.g., illegal
content?
The most obvious stakeholder to exert content control is the content provider. If the content is
served from the origin server, the content provider can easily control who has access and where the
content is routed to. Additionally, the network, i.e. the network providers and the storage providers,
can practice control. For example, the CDN provider can control content access and limit the
content distribution by authenticating each user at the CDN server. The uncertainty, however, arises
in the transparent caching case. With distributed storage, it is not clear who has the ability to control
the content and its delivery. The cache owner or the network provider could be possible candidates
for making the routing decision. In addition, the authentication mechanism could be implemented
into the data object itself.
U4. Content provision aggregation: aggregated vs. fragmented?
The Internet has enabled content owners to establish direct connections with content consumers,
especially on a global scale, leading to a more fragmented content provision market. On the other
hand, the market has showed signs of aggregation. For example, the usage of platforms that connect
several content owners to the end-users has increased in the recent decade, such as YouTube
(YouTube, 2012). Thus, what will be the balance between content provision aggregation and
fragmentation in Internet content delivery?

On a related matter, the power struggle is also between the content owners and the content
providers. In this work, the content owners are defined as the stakeholders producing the content
and gaining direct monetary benefits from consumed content, whereas content providers are defined
as platforms aggregating content produced by different content owners.
U5. Cache ownership:
This uncertainty is divided into two levels. The upper level questions the independence of the
caching system, whereas the lower level is about who operates the caching system.
a. Independent or bundled?
The independence of the caching system mainly is a struggle between the horizontal and vertical
network structure. CDN providers are examples of independent cache owners, i.e. horizontal
network structure. On the other hand, if the cache system is bundled to a stakeholder, who’s also
offering other services, the network structure is vertical.
b. Bundled to ISP or CP?
Two dominant players, who can bundle the cache system into their existing services, are the
network operator and the content provider. For example, network operators have already
implemented web proxy caches in their network and few bigger operators (AT&T, 2012; Telefonica,
2012b) are even building their own CDNs. In addition, big content providers also have a
willingness to build their own caching networks, e.g. Google Global Cache (GGC, 2012).
U6. Content exclusivity: exclusive or not exclusive?
Content exclusivity in this context means whether the content is provided by several ecosystems or
only one ecosystem. For example, TV shows are distributed only by one TV channel and its website,
whereas movies sell distribution rights to several channels. Mobile applications are usually first
developed for only one ecosystem and the popular ones expand later to other ecosystems.
U7. Locality of cacheable content: global or local?
With the increase of Internet usage, it has become easier to establish connections to the other side of
the world. With all the content of the world only a few clicks away, people are more likely to find
what they want from the global Internet rather than from the local network. On the other hand, a
substantial amount of content is consumed only locally. For example, folk songs of a certain
country or movies in certain languages are unlikely to be requested by people outside that particular
country or who do not understand the language. Which, therefore, is more important – global or
local content? This uncertainty affects the development of the industry structure as more global
content will drive the bigger content providers to be even bigger, whereas local content supports
smaller content providers.
U8. Driver for cache location optimisation: low cost or fast response time?
The incentive to cache is usually to either lower the transit costs or to offer better QoE with faster
response times. In addition, the location of caching is also dependent on which incentive is

preferred by the different stakeholders. For example, if a stakeholder wish to increase the response
time, caches should be installed as close to the end-users as possible. On the other hand, if cost
minimisation is the goal, the trade-off between transit costs and costs for building the cache servers
should be estimated and a location between the end-user and the origin server is chosen. However,
usually a mixture of the two incentives is driving the cache location decision rather than one or the
other.

3.3. Scenario Matrix
The purpose of identifying the key uncertainties is to construct possible future scenarios by crossing
two most critical uncertainties in a matrix. The potential key uncertainties should be uncorrelated
with each other. Hence the correlations between each pair of uncertainties are shown in Table 6,
where 1 shows that a pair of uncertainties is correlated with each other and uncorrelated pairs are
marked with 0. The correlation is analysed through a causality analysis between each pair of
uncertainties. In other words, how one uncertainty’s outcomes affect another uncertainty’s
outcomes is evaluated.
Table 6. Correlation of uncertainties; where 0 means uncorrelated and 1 correlated.

U1
U2
U3
U4
U5
U6
U7
U8

U1
1
-

U2
0
1
-

U3
1
1
1
-

U4
1
0
1
1
-

U5
1
0
1
1
1
-

U6
0
0
1
1
0
1
-

U7
0
1
0
1
1
1
1
-

U8
1
1
1
0
1
0
1
1

The correlation analysis yields ten pairs of uncorrelated uncertainties for constructing the scenarios.
Several pairs were crossed in a matrix, such as the content provider revenue (U2) with content
aggregation (U4), cache ownership (U5) with content exclusivity (U6), and cache ownership (U5)
with content provider revenue (U2). However, due to the scope of the work and based on expert
interviews, the final pair of uncertainties and the resulting four bounding scenarios aim at answering
the research questions and attempt to map the ISP’s position in the Internet content delivery. The
final scenarios are illustrated in Figure 1.
The first axis in Figure 1 is chosen to represent the two outcomes of mobile ISP bundling (U1),
where the mobile ISP can either provide access, device and content as a service bundle or not
bundle at all. The second axis represents the content provider revenue model (U2), where the
content provider can either choose to charge end-users for the content or use the advertising based
revenue model. The resulting bounding scenarios present the dominant end-user type, whose
decisions will lead to each of the scenarios. The dominant end-user types include the comfort
buyers, the quality buyers, the indifferent savers and the demanding savers. In addition, each of the
scenarios show which actor will rule the Internet content delivery market and make the decision on

the used caching system. The dominant actors in each of the scenarios are the local ISP, the global
ISP, the advertisement content provider and the payment based content provider.

Strong ISP bundling

Indifferent Saver

(e.g. Elisa’s dream)

(e.g. Vodafone’s dream)

Quality Buyer

Demanding Saver

(e.g. Netflix’s dream)

(e.g. Google’s dream)

Consumer revenue

Advertiser revenue

Comfort Buyer

No ISP bundling

Figure 1. Scenario matrix.

4. Scenarios
The four constructed scenarios are described in more detail in this section by illustrating the role
configurations as well as the actors that control the critical roles with VNCs. The VNC’s notation is
shown in Figure 2. In addition, several parameters relevant to Internet content delivery, such as the
existence of network effect or easiness for end-users to pay for the content, are used to analyse each
scenario.

Actor
Role
Business interface
Technical interface

Technical
component

Figure 2. VNC notation.

4.1. Scenario 1: Comfort Buyer
In the Comfort Buyer scenario, the end-users are willing to pay for their comfort and thus prefer
bundled services and to pay for the content. Therefore, the local ISPs are dominating the Internet
content delivery process by providing service bundles to end-users. For example, Elisa (Elisa,
2012b) in Finland is a local ISP, who offers content and service bundles to the end-users under the
name Elisa Viihde (Elisa, 2012a). The value network configuration for the Comfort Buyer scenario
is illustrated in Figure 3.
End-user

Bank
Revenue

Content payment

Billing

Content consumption

Usage

Local ISP
Billing provision

Device provision

Device

Content provision

Content

Network operation

Network

Figure 3. Value network configuration of Comfort Buyer scenario.

This scenario is ideal for a local ISP because the ISP controls the content delivery platform as well
as the content itself. In other words, the local ISP takes control of the content provision role, as is
shown in Figure 3. In addition, unlike the advertiser revenue model, the consumer revenue model
does not require a large customer base. On average, each country has one to three local ISP and
United Nations (UN, 2006) distinguishes 192 countries in the world. From these figures, the
number of local ISP can be estimated to be close to 400. Thus, though some local ISP can grow to
be quite big, they are still small players on a global scale.
Because the local ISPs are small players, they benefit very little from economies of scale. The local
ISPs in this scenario may experience network effects from increasing numbers of customers and
content. However, despite the increasing local market power, the market is usually too small for the
network effect to have any significant impact globally.

The billing mechanism and process is important to both the service provider and the consumers.
From the ISP’s perspective, the decision is about whether to build its own billing system or use a
third party’s services. If the local ISP is too small, it may be unprofitable to develop the billing
system. On the other hand, by using a third party charging system, such as banks or credit card
companies, the ISP is partially forgoing control over the content delivery process to the third party.
This can be seen from Figure 3, where the billing role is controlled by the bank instead of the local
ISP. However, as mobile ISPs use the standardised SIM technology for identifying and billing
consumers for the access, the same system can also be used for billing the content usage. From the
consumers’ perspective, the most important criterion is the easiness of paying. In this scenario, the
content will be billed together with the access bill, which does not require any extra effort from the
consumers. In addition, if a flat-rate billing system is adopted for the bundled service, the
consumers do not have to worry about the size of the bill.
From a content owner’s perspective, the most important thing is its control over the content and the
knowledge on end-users’ preferences. In this scenario, content owners’ only way to control their
content is through requirements stated in contracts signed with the ISPs. Thus, bigger content
owners or content providers can have more bargaining power over smaller ISPs. The statistics on
user preferences can be more difficult to obtain in this scenario, because the ISPs are mainly
interested in the amount of traffic rather than which content pieces are requested, especially if the
service bundle uses flat-rate pricing. In addition, the smaller ISPs may even have limited resources
to build systems for collecting content usage statistics. However, in content-aware networks, the
preferences of end-users can be easily collected without any extensive investments into data
collection systems and the network operators can sell the collected data.
Because the local ISPs are small players in the market, they need to interconnect with each other to
offer better connectivity and content access for their subscribers. This means that at least network
equipments and protocols used should be standardised between the interconnecting operators. For
example, if caching is to be utilised, the caching servers should use the same algorithms and
protocols for communicating with each other. On the other hand, some ISPs may use caching only
for optimising their internal traffic and thus does not need any standardised solutions. However,
building own caching systems for internal traffic optimisation when the ISP is relatively small may
not be feasible.

4.2. Scenario 2: Indifferent Saver
In the Indifferent Saver scenario, the end-users are relatively indifferent about the service quality
and prefer to have bundled services but are not willing to pay for the content. This means that the
access, device and content are still provided by the ISP, but the ISPs receive content revenue from
advertisers. Because advertisers attempt to reach a wide audience, the ISP in this scenario should
have a large subscriber base and thus the global ISP dominates the content delivery process.
Telefonica (Telefonica, 2012), Orange (Orange, 2012a) and Vodafone (Vodafone, 2012) are
examples of global ISPs and due to the large size, approximately only tens of global ISPs exist
worldwide. In this scenario, the global ISP among its other roles also acts as a content provider, as
is shown in the VNC of the Indifferent Saver scenario in Figure 4.

Because of the international operations, the global ISP is not limited by the population of one
country. Thus, when the global ISP gains more customers, it will attract more content providers,
which in turn attracts more end-users. On the other hand, more end-users also attract more
advertisers and more revenue for the global ISP.
Advertiser

Global ISP
Revenue

Content payment

Billing provision

Billing

Content provision

Content

End-user
Content consumption

Usage

Device provision

Device

Network operation

Network

Figure 4. Value network configuration of Indifferent Saver scenario.

Due to the large customer base, the global ISP should experience economies of scale from building
its own billing and caching systems. Thus the global ISP will have full control over the billing and
caching systems, which diminishes the role that banks can play in this scenario. From the end-user’s
perspective, no extra effort is needed as the charging for the content is done together with the access
bill.
The content owners in this scenario will have limited control over their content, because the global
ISP, with its large customer base, has more bargaining power than the smaller content owners in the
agreement making process. On the other hand, the global ISP has the capability to collect usage
statistics for both the content owners and the advertisers. However, the global ISP may not have the
incentive to collect too detailed content usage statistics if it utilises also other revenue models than
advertising.
From an interconnection point of view, the global ISP has pressure to interconnect with its own
networks in other countries and with other global ISPs for offering better connectivity to its
customers. Thus standardisation of technical equipments is strongly recommended. However, in the
global ISP’s case, building an own caching system for internal traffic optimisation is more feasible
than in the local ISP’s case. Thus, the caching systems may not be standardised solutions in this
scenario.

4.3. Scenario 3: Quality Buyer
In the Quality Buyer scenario, the end-users know exactly what they want and thus choose to take
the services separately and pay for the content. Therefore, the content provider, who employs the
consumer revenue model (i.e. payment-based content provider), has the power to decide which

Internet content delivery system to use in this scenario. Netflix (Netflix, 2012) is an example of
such a content provider.
Though, the payment based content providers are still small players compared to the ISPs in the
first and second scenarios, they still experience strong network effects. Thus, as the number of a
content provider’s customers grows, the number of connected content owners will also grow,
resulting in a large content provider platform. However, as can be seen from the Quality Buyer
scenario’s VNC in Figure 5, the content provider does not control all the roles in the Internet
content delivery process. As a consequence, the other actors in the market may take over the content
provision role if not enough network effect is experienced by the payment based content provider.
End-user

Bank
Revenue

Billing provision

Content payment

Billing

Payment-based content provider
Content consumption

Usage

Content provision

Content

ISP

Device provision

Device

Network operation

Network

Figure 5. Value network configuration of Quality Buyer scenario.

Additionally, because the payment based content provider does not control all the components of
the Internet content delivery and its small size, building its own billing and caching systems may
not be feasible, especially when economies of scale are not fully exploited. Smaller content
providers typically use third parties for handling their billing, such as credit card companies, banks
and PayPal (PayPal, 2012).
From the end-users’ perspective, the used billing system is also important, because credit cards are
not available for everyone and third party billing systems always add few extra steps in the payment
process. In addition, the pricing scheme used impacts the popularity of a service. For example,
Netflix employs flat-rate pricing, which is easy to use from the end-user’s perspective. However,
some content providers charge on a per view basis, which requires more effort from the end-users
and can act as a barrier for the end-users to start using the service.
In this scenario, the content provider can easily control who has access to the content because endusers are paying for the content. In addition, content usage statistics can be easily collected because
each end-user has to register with the content provider. However, content usage statistics collection
is not as important in the consumer charging revenue model as in the advertiser revenue model,
especially if flat-rate pricing is used. Thus, the importance of collecting usage statistics is in gaining
knowledge on user preferences, so that the content providers can better meet the end-users’ demand.

Standardisation in this scenario is not necessary and proprietary solutions can be used, because the
different payment based content providers do not need to interconnect with each other. On the other
hand, because building one’s own network infrastructure is not feasible for a small payment based
content provider, an access network provider with good connectivity is preferred. To offer good
connectivity, standardised network solutions, such as caching systems and routing protocols, should
be used.

4.4. Scenario 4: Demanding Saver
Content providers that use advertising as their revenue model (i.e. advertising content providers),
such as Google (Hagiu and Yoffie, 2009), are dominating the Internet content delivery market in the
Demanding Saver scenario, because the end-users know what they want and choose each service
separately but are not willing to pay for the content. The VNC of this scenario is illustrated in
Figure 6. Due to the large size and the need for usage statistics, the advertising content provider
gains economies of scale from building sophisticated content management and billing systems. In
addition, similarly to the payment based content providers, an advertising content provider
experiences strong network effects, resulting in the advertising content provider becoming bigger.
Thus, globally, only a few advertising content providers dominate the market.
Advertiser

Advertising content provider
Revenue

Content payment

Billing provision

Billing

Content provision

Content

End-user
Content consumption

Usage

Device provision

Device

Network operation

Network

Figure 6. Value network configuration of Demanding Saver scenario.

The billing system in this scenario is simply the content management system, which calculates how
many times each piece of content is being used. Based on the usage, the advertisers are then billed.
Thus, this scenario is the easiest for the end-users from the payment perspective. In addition,
because of the billing system, content provider’s control in this scenario is the highest. On the other
hand, because the advertisements are embedded into the content, end-users’ quality of experience
may be lowered due to the mandatory advertisements.
The large scale of advertising content providers may lead to the technology they use to become de
facto standards. For example, if a large advertising content provider builds a caching system, that
caching technology may become the standard for also other smaller content providers. However,
advertising content providers may also choose to use CDNs rather than build own systems.

4.5. Scenario Comparison
This section summarises the descriptions of each scenario into a comparison table (Table 7). The
parameters may affect the outcome of the scenarios. For example, the existence of network effects
or economies of scale can drive big companies to be even bigger and thus to dominate the market.
Thus, the Indifferent Saver and Demanding Saver scenarios seem to be natural outcomes based on
these two parameters. However, the reactions of the other stakeholders in the Internet content
delivery market should be taken into consideration as well.
Table 7. Comparison of scenarios.

Parameter\Scenario

Comfort Buyer

Indifferent
Saver

Quality Buyer

Demanding
Saver

Economies of scale

Low

High

Medium

High

Network effect

Low

High

Medium

High

Medium

High

Low

High

Medium

Medium

Low

High

Medium

Low

High

Low

Medium

Low

High

High

Low

Medium

Medium

High

Medium

High

Low

Medium

Local ISP

Global ISP

Payment-based
content provider

Advertising
content provider

Probability of own
billing mechanism
Ease of paying for endusers
Bank's role
Content provider
control
Amount of content
usage statistics
Importance of
standardisation
Winning actor

5. Strategic Impact on Market Roles
Whether some parameter values in the scenario comparison in Table 7 are perceived as positive or
negative depends on the market roles in question. In addition, the success of a scenario does not
only depend on the parameter evaluation, but also on each of the roles’ and their associated actors’
preferences and how they react to the changes. Thus, this section aims at giving the perspectives of
different market roles and discusses the impact the scenarios have on each role. Because the first
four parameters have the same impact on all roles, the focus in this section is on bank’s role, content
provider control, content usage statistics, level of standardisation and caching systems used.

5.1. Mobile Internet Service Providers
The mobile ISPs would prefer to control the Internet content delivery market, because it is a large
source of revenue and cost. Thus, from a mobile ISP’s perspective, bank’s role should be small and
content providers should have less control over the content delivery process. Mobile ISP bundling is,
thus, an efficient method to maintain the control over both the end-users due to lock-in and the

content delivery process. In addition, for even better control over the content delivery process, innetwork caching should be adopted by the network operators instead of using third party caching
systems, such as CDNs or cloud servers.
Full and good connectivity is a key issue for the mobile ISPs and to ensure interconnectivity, the
level of standardisation should be high. Lastly, the content usage statistics requirements put
pressure on the mobile ISPs to provide a network with content management capabilities. Thus, the
mobile ISPs prefer a situation, where no or very little content usage statistics are required.
The above analysis shows that the Indifferent Saver scenario is the most preferable for a large
international mobile ISP. In addition, the Comfort Buyer scenario can also be a positive outcome for
the national mobile ISPs, whereas the Quality Buyer and the Demanding Saver scenarios can be
quite harmful for the mobile ISPs.

5.2. Content Providers
Similarly to the mobile ISPs, the content providers would want to have full control over the Internet
content delivery process and thus also prefer the bank’s role to be small. However, the content
provider’s preferences for all the other parameters’ values are opposite to the mobile ISPs’. For
example, the content providers prefer high content usage statistics, so that they can better serve the
content consumers’ demand. In addition, if the used solutions are not standardised, each content
provider can be an isolated entity and offer exclusive content to end-users, which improves their
competitiveness in the market.
Lastly, the best caching system for a content provider is to install its own cache servers, such as
Google’s Global Cache (GGC, 2012). On the other hand, in-network caching is the worst case
scenario for a content provider, because the ISPs may be less willing to agree on the terms set by
the content providers. In addition, the CDN providers are paid for meeting the content providers’
demands and thus may be more easily controlled by the content providers.
Based on the parameters, Demanding Saver scenario is the best outcome for a content provider, in
which the advertising content provider will become a global content provider platform. On the other
hand, the Indifferent Saver scenario is the least optimal for a content provider due to the large scale
of ISPs, who will control the global content provider platform role instead of the content providers.

5.3. CDN Providers
The CDN provider’s revenue source is dependent on the content providers and thus the CDN
provider would prefer the content providers to have high control in the Internet content delivery
market. In addition, as the services offered by CDN providers are designed for meeting the demands
of content providers, the CDN provider’s preferences for the different parameter values are mostly
the same as the content providers’. For example, when content usage statistics are required, the
CDN provider has a competitive advantage compared to the network operators or any other
stakeholder in the content delivery market. On the other hand, the CDN providers are increasingly
offering CDN technology licenses to ISPs (Edgecast, 2012) and some smaller ISPs also buy CDN

services from CDN providers. Thus, the CDN providers’ business model is quite flexible and the
CDN’s business model can adapt to each of the presented scenarios.
In terms of standardisation, when caching systems are not standardised, the CDNs have a
competitive advantage compared to in-network caching, which requires more standardisation than
CDNs. The only difference to the content provider’s preferences is that the CDN provider prefers
the caching system used to be CDN rather than cache servers owned by the content providers.
Based on the parameter analysis, the CDN provider prefers both of the scenarios ruled by content
providers. However, it can be argued that the Quality Buyer scenario is better for a CDN provider as
it is the only scenario, where the caching system is CDN, whereas the advertising content provider
may deploy an own caching system.

5.4. Banks
The only two parameters that make a difference from a bank’s perspective are bank’s role and
content provider control. The bank, like any other stakeholder, would like to have a bigger share
from the Internet content delivery market. Content providers’ control is relevant, because the
content providers are more likely to use banks as billing systems than network operators. However,
though the advertising content provider has higher control over the content, the revenue model
employed does not need a billing system. Thus, from the bank’s perspective, the best scenario
would be the Quality Buyer, especially if the payment based content providers are small enough so
that building an own billing system is not feasible.

5.5. Advertisement Aggregators
The parameters discussed in this section are mainly irrelevant for an advertising aggregator. The
only one that makes a difference is the content usage statistics, because advertising relies on
knowing the end-users’ preferences.
In general, the advertising aggregators prefer a scenario, where the advertiser revenue model is used.
Thus, the most optimal outcome for an advertising aggregator is the Demanding Saver scenario.
The Indifferent Saver scenario is a close second, but because the global ISPs may not rely wholly on
advertising as the revenue source, the global ISP may not become an advertising aggregator.

5.6. End-users
End-users are the most important actors to shape the future of the Internet content delivery market,
because they decide which content to request and their willingness to pay determines the revenue
model for the content providers. As a consequence, their choices directly affect the outcomes of
each uncertainty. However, the scenarios do not have a strategic impact on the end-user. Thus, this
section only aims at identifying the factors that the end-users value in Internet content delivery.
Service usability is highly valued by the end-users, where usability combines the easiness of paying
and the actual user experience. The user experience can be degraded by the mandatory
advertisements inserted by the advertising content providers. From the two scenarios utilising the

consumer revenue model, the end-users may prefer the Comfort Buyer scenario, because the
payment system is easier to use. On the other hand, the end-users may have low willingness to pay
and thus prefer one of the advertising based scenarios. Advertising based scenarios, however,
require the collection of usage statistics, which some end-users may perceive as privacy violations.
Thus, these end-users may have a higher willingness to pay for the content.
The end-users tend to prefer a large selection of content over limited choices and the selection size
may differ in the different scenarios. For example, the smaller ISPs and content providers may have
a more limited selection of content compared to the bigger actors. Thus, the selection size may
affect how end-users perceive each scenario.
Lastly, the freedom of choice is also important for an end-user. For example, access to certain
content can be limited to only premium subscribers or geographic areas. In addition, the regulators
may also restrict the access to certain content for certain end-user groups. Thus, international
players may stand in a better position with regard to the geographical and local regulatory
restrictions. On the other hand, the advertising content providers do not wish to limit the access to
their content and thus premium subscription limitations are not available.

6. Strategic Impact on Caching Architecture
After determining the end-users’ preferences and actions, the critical roles of each scenario has been
identified. As a consequence, the actors controlling these critical roles in each scenario have a high
chance of dominating the scenario. These actors, in turn, determine the winning caching
architecture in each scenario. Each winning actor’s preference for the four caching architectures is
summarised in Table 8 and explained in this section.
Table 8. The probable caching architecture choices of the winning actors.

Actor\Architecture
Local ISP
Global ISP
Payment-based
content provider
Advertiser
aggregators

CDN
High
Medium

Cloud
High
Low

P2P
Low
Low

ICN
Medium
High

High

Medium

Low

Low

High

High

Medium

Low

The CDN and cloud architectures are preferred in the Comfort Buyer scenario, because the local ISP
is small and typically does not have the ability to build its own caching networks. On the other hand,
ICN may become more feasible for a local ISP, if it becomes the standard solution in the future.
On the contrary to the Comfort Buyer scenario, the large scale ISPs in the Indifferent Saver scenario
have the ability and incentive to build its own in-network caching systems. In addition, because
standardisation is important for a global ISP, ICN is a probable solution in the Indifferent Saver
scenario. CDNs may also be a feasible option, because several large ISPs are already building their
own CDN servers and this trend is likely to continue.

In the Quality Buyer scenario, the winning actors tend to be small scale content providers and thus
buying content delivery services from CDNs and cloud providers is a feasible solution in terms of
cost savings and received service. In addition, because the payment-based content providers do not
have the ability to control the network operation role, in-network caching solutions (such as ICN) is
the least beneficial caching architecture in this scenario.
Because of economies of scale and significant network effects, the advertising content providers in
the Demanding Saver scenario prefer to build their own caching systems. However, because ICN
requires the involvement of the underlying network, the most feasible caching architectures for
advertising content providers are the CDN and the cloud. In addition, because CDNs and clouds are
not standardised solutions, the advertising content providers may gain certain competitive
advantages from deploying their own solutions.
Finally, the P2P architecture is not preferred in any of the scenarios. This is because the P2P
solutions are very fragmented and the winning actors lose both revenue and control over the content
delivery process if P2P is used.

7. Conclusion
This paper presents possible scenarios of heavy commercial Internet content delivery in the next 10
years. Many key uncertainties about the future are identified mainly related to the control of content
and network as well as the content access and caching systems. The content provider’s revenue
model and the access ISP’s bundling singled out as the two most critical uncertainties, upon which
four future scenarios were constructed: Comfort Buyer, Indifferent Saver, Quality Buyer and
Demanding Saver.
Each scenario identifies the corresponding winning business role and the related winning actors that
get control over the Internet content delivery market and can decide which caching architecture to
use. The alternative winning actors are a) (small) local access ISPs, b) (large) global access ISPs, c)
(small) payment-based content providers and the banking system, and d) (large) advertising content
providers.
Based on the winning actors of each scenario, an overview of the possible dominating caching
architectures can be reached. In-network caching, whether Information-centric networking or web
proxy caching, are strong candidates for the Comfort Buyer and Indifferent Saver scenarios. On the
other hand, content delivery networks (CDNs) – either pure play CDNs or content provider built
CDNs – and clouds are possible outcomes in the Quality Buyer and Demanding Saver scenarios.
This paper focuses on the qualitative analysis of scenarios. Utilising for instance the system
dynamics method to model interdependencies between the trends and uncertainties could provide a
path from qualitative to quantitative analysis.
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